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ALLOTMENT IN DENSITY                     HFC - 1418 

WHAT: low cost houses made out of four units, erected on allotments in the center of Wroclaw. 

WHO : the homeless , the unemployed, pensioners unable to pay the rent out of retirement , in 

need-family remaining in poverty. 

HOW TO: architecture- construction solutions based on allotment bower and on traditional Polish 

houses, use of recycling materials for construction, defective products from the factories and 

unnecessary items left in front of houses and in the scrap-heap. 

WHERE: allotment in the center of Wroclaw, at the neighborhood of a compact urban buildings. 

WHY ALLOTMENTS : the government proposes elimination of allotment major cities , our suggestion 

is to preserve green areas in cities and simultaneously provide land for low-cost housing units for the 

socially excluded citizens. 

FOR HOW MUCH : 476 euro/unit , 1904 euros the 'fours' . 

WHO WILL GATHER MATERIALS: future residents with family and neighbors. 

WHO WILL PAY: future residents, in need might be used private donor. 

WHO TO BUILD IT: the future residents of the neighboring ‘handmade’ method , under the 

supervision of trained construction workers. 

The problem of homelessness is present in Poland and in some range is recognized. It is not resulting-

as in developing countries, with a massive formation of settlements having the characteristics of 

slums . But there is still present a lack of two million flats, which is a legacy of World War II and the 

insufficient development of the state housing and neglected housing policy. The straightforward 

effect, beyond the overcrowding of dwellings, is excluding some people from living in the apartments 

at the standards considered as minimal level, in the European Union. Some citizens who lost their 

apartments, which cannot wait for the premises from the commune (which average is 5-10 years 

waiting) decides to live in an arbor on the allotments. This leads to living in under-standard dwellings-

with no heating and no sewage system. Nowadays the problem is not noticed by the state, hence the 

lack of detailed research on the range of this practice. The scale of the problem shows that, even 

minor allotment’s association have in their area aproximately two hundreds of families living there 

permanently. It’s enough to checkat first glance, that bowers placed on ROD * shows that the houses 

built there are not just for purpose of recreation. 

The following excerpt from the article of the portal regiodom.pl shows illegal bower in allotments 

areas: " Allotment in Szwederowo , and the plot is masonry bower . Misses Maria is living there since 

three years: - Previously, we had a normal apartment . We had , because we were then the three of 

us : daughter , husband and I - says 61 –year old . - I lost my job , my husband was on a disability 

pension . He was drinking heavily . He didn't agree for drug treatment. Debts grew . We were evicted. 

They had no choice. They moved to the allotment . Now, however, a woman is living on her own, 

well almost- with a dog, a small little fatty . The daughter went abroad . There she married . She’s 

expecting a baby . Maybe one day she will come back to Poland. 

Mary 's husband died four months ago . The widow gets a pension after him , 700 polish złotych 

netto. - For the only current electricity she apying about 300 polish złotych. In cottage is cold. It is 

important that the there electricity- adds a woman . 

However, there is running water . With toilet also not allowed to use. - Pipes to clog and there is no 

one who could fix it - she explains. Her house nice, maxiumum several years .  

Officially misses Maria is homeless because they can not  register her on the alotment. However, 
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there is a chance that if the allotment management agrees to it , Mrs. Maria will be registered for her 

parcel. After our visit with Mrs. Mary, there will come to her a social welfare center worker . " 

Another problem that affects allotments gardens are government proposals on changes in their 

status. Currently Parliament is going to change the law regarding the Family allotments . The project 

provides the liquidation of the ROD and sale the  land for dewelepers , which can quickly lead to the 

degradation of the quality of living in Polish cities. Social allotment initiative gathered a exceptional 

number of more than one million signatures against the proposed change in the law . The discussions 

are on the scale of changes in the law of Rod and equitable to remove the area occupied by the 

gardens from the authority of the Board ROD and retraining of these areas into building plots . In the 

case of Wroclaw, this raises additional controversy , because the city is still not rebuilt after the 

devastation of World War II, the result of which would be important for the built-up urban ecology 

and public green areas close to the city center , while the empty quarters in the center would be still 

undeveloped . 

The selected plot is located in Wroclaw , in the northern part of downtown , in the ROD ' Our 

Tomorrow ' . This is actually the very center of the city, which occur in the place of a vast green 

spaces , it must be considered as a highly lifting the air quality in the area of the city. In this area 

there is a strong contrast in the landscape of urban - dense downtown quarters encroaching on 

allotments . This lead to association that if one could work on the border of these two centers , 

buildings of smaller building , you would harmonize existing zone boundary and contrast. The 

introduction of the proposed building would not only reduced the tension between the two 

environments , but would also be a response to the social housing needs and the needs of food 

production. At the same time, it seems to be a fundamental postulate , which is that the area ROD 

should be public at selected times during the day - thanks to it significantly increase the possibility of 

recreation inhabitants of neighboring districts and give it felt socially positive value of additional 

green space in the city. 

It was decided in principle to answer the posed problem using the simplest of resources. Building 

materials almost in 100% have to come from the second hand: the recovery of the construction site, 

the items worn items found in front of their houses, the end of line production and factory waste. 

Simple design allows for the construction of buildings, even by people I had never come into contact 

with the art of building. Using recycled materials and method of construction activity, which allows 

for the construction of buildings at nearly zero financial contribution. The idea is to allow to work the 

idea of low-tech architecture, which can indicate the direction of the development of social housing 

in the cities of Central and Eastern Europe and, perhaps, on a global scale. 

In addition to providing living space for people who are excluded, the is important to provide 

opportunities to grow vegetables for their own purposes and for sale. Such gardens would adopt the 

form of 'urban farms'. There would be dedicated two types of plots: the bigger one with the garden 

to allow the growing of crops for own use and to trade and smaller parcels where the people living 

there, would have a different type of employment. Urban grid of a whole, would be established on 

the remaining rows of plots by merging already existing plot. The entire network would be 

complemented by access roads and footpaths and green spots, which would act as ecological 

wastewater treatment plant. Infrastructure of running water and electricity would come from the 

current existing allotment net. 
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Construction technology is based largely on the archetype of the Polish residential house, whose 

design is- repeating by Wikor Zin, casing on hearth’. Materials and technology is derived from the 

solutions used in the arbors residence. Solution of stove, comes with traditional construction, which 

provides proven solutions with as simple method of construction. Due to the high groundwater level 

it’s inadvisable to build the basement. 

As a basic unit of living module , which is a part of the dwelling - bringing together four such 

elements. The project was formed under the Polish construction law: an object with less than 25 m
2 of 

built up area and shorter than 5 m with oblique roof is not considered as a house, which does not 

require a building permit , which in future would facilitate the implementation of such a project. The 

main reason to connect homes to 4 modules in the system- is need to benefit the heat -setting stoves 

and common chimney in the middle of 4 buildings , ensures maximum use of heat, which has a 

substantial advantage in Polish climatic conditions. The introduction of zoning would allow for better 

use of the heat radiated through the building - the room with the highest heat demand as the kitchen 

and living room are located around the hearth , while the room such as a pantry and storage spaces 

are located on the outer side of the floor plan. The proposed facility will cater to the housing needs 

of 3 people. 

The materials used for the construction of building materials are recycled from construction sites : 

unnecessary boards, damaged and worn formwork, stripped and cutted insulating materials , 

bitumen cuttings , damaged pallets, bricks from demolition sites or materials of residence such as a 

foil for waterproofing. Joinery and furniture that could come from donations, worn, unused items 

and from renovations. 

Despite moderation in the use of technical innovations and omissions unnecessary expensive 

production costs , advanced installation; the buildings would be conceived as a place with a friendly 

climate for residents - extended roof surfaces , trellises overgrown with greenery and shutters 

prevent excessive sunlight during the day and excessive cooling down at night. Increased- in relation 

to the requirements of EU norms- thermal insulation of walls and roof, has the task of improving the 

climate during hot and cold season . A small cubature in rooms makes it easier to keep warm. 

The form of the building is largely dictated by functional solutions: extended roof surfaces provide 

protection for wooden walls , pebble band around protection against splashes of water, a roof with a 

drop of 20% prevents stagnation of snow on a roof . Small windows used in the project are 

preventing heat loss , although proper size would be dictated by the availability of recycled 

woodwork . 

Furniture for use by residents, with the postulate of origin from recovery, should be as compact as 

possible: folding chairs in the kitchen or the bed in the bedroom. Sanitary ceramics used in the 

project had come from demolition , or as defective products from the factories . 

Installations , which does not provide a standard relationship allotment , are the plumbing and 

heating. Sewer is based on a reed treatment plant located on the outskirts of settlements, forming 

green islands and diversifying urbanism of the neighborhoods. Heating is provided by method of 

furnaces solutions derived from the traditional architecture of Polish homes - with space for cooking 

and baking, and the part called ‘zapiecek’-‘behind the stove place’ , which is beyond the possibility of 

drying and storage of hygroscopic products for better heat radiation into the kitchen. ‘Zapiecek’ is 

also a landing for the stairs. Total installation completes recovery barrel , painted on a dark color , 
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which is a collector for hot water, during the warm season. 

 

* ROD- Family Allotment Gardens 

 

BUSINESSPLAN : 

PLOT: In the center of Wroclaw , in the district Ołbin , on allotments , on a plot of 50-110 m
2
. Plots 

are arranged in a system of four adjoining corners of the lot , to allow for building of bowers ‘fours’ 

their contact . Land area is dependent on whether the inhabitants of the house will grow vegetables - 

if so, the plot will be correspondingly greater . 

INFRASTRUCTURE ON PLOT : allotment infrastructure is running water and electricity , the cottage is 

equipped with a stove , with a central chimney , maintenance of wastewater treatment system will 

ensure reed integrated into the layout of the lot adjoining . 

ACCESS: it will be possible access of cars on a paved surface of the main avenues . 

MATERIALS: compiled by the future residents : scrap and waste from the construction , worn and 

damaged materials from the renovated apartments , defective products from factories and things 

from the shop windows . 

METHOD OF BUILDING : future residents with its neighbors with the handmade method, under the 

supervision of trained construction workers .         

COST: total cost which have to be taken into consideration by future inhabitants is 476 euro for one 

unit and 1904 euro for ‘four’. 

 

No Material Source Amount Prize per unit Total 

1 Planks recycling 56 m
2
 0 0 

2 Rafter recycling 124 m 0 0 

3 Squared timber recycling 150 m 0 0 

4 OSB board recycling 56 m
2
 0 0 

5 Mouldings recycling 60 m 0 0 

6 Sand recycling 200 kg 0 0 

7 
Cement 

shop 
200 kg/ 8 

bags 
3 24 

8 Field stone  recycling 100 kg 0 0 

9 Nails shop 3 kg 1.2 3.6 

10 Wood screws shop 3 kg 5 15 

11 Screws shop 1 kg 8 8 

12 Flat mounting bars shop 20 units 1 20 

13 Beams mounting shop 15 units 1 15 

14 Fire Impregnants shop 10 l  40 40 

15 FungImpregnants shop 10 l  40 40 

16 Bricks recycling 240 units 0 0 

17 Wkład pieca shop 1 unit 200 200 

18 Mounting foam shop 3 units 10 30 

19 Doors recycling 4 units 0 0 
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20 Windows recycling 3 units 0 0 

21 Linoleum recycling 50 m
2
 0 0 

22 Table made of cable spool recycling 1 units 0 0 

23 Kitchen sink recycling 1 units 0 0 

24 Sink recycling 1 units 0 0 

25 Electic cabel shop 32 m 2 64 

26 Electric  dose shop 5 units 0.1 0.5 

27 Socket recycling 7 units 0 0 

28 Light switch recycling 5 units 0 0 

29 Ceiling lamp recycling 3 units 0 0 

30 Water pipes recycling 20 m 0 0 

31 Faucet recycling 2 units 0 0 

32 Bed donated 3 units 0 0 

33 Barrel recycling 4 units 0 0 

34 Foil for treatment plant recycling 36 m
2
 0 0 

35 Sewage pipes* recycling  12 m  0 0 

36 Washing-maschine donated 1 units 0 0 

37 Fridge donated 1 units 0 0 

38 Exterior paint for wood shop 5 l  20 20 

39 Bitumen sheeting/ trapezoidal sheet recycling 36 m
2
 0 0 

 
 

  
TOTAL 476 € 

 


